Save

Money • Trouble • Time

Use SHERLOCK 5-Second Leak Detector

... On gas connections, air lines, tanks, cylinders, refrigeration condensers, evaporators ... any system or product that can be leak tested with air or gas.

EFFICIENT — UNIFORM — CONVENIENT

Pinpoints large and small leaks far better than any soap solution.


Large leaks quickly form large bubbles. Small leaks form clusters of small bubbles that hold ten minutes or more. Detection sure and simple.

SHERLOCK FLUIDS CONTAIN NO FATTY ACIDS OR AMMONIAS

FOR WINTER TIME

Use SHERLOCK Low Temp. Also good at temperatures above freezing.

MANY TYPES

REGULAR ... For use above freezing
LOW-TEMP ... For below and above freezing
EXTRA-LOW ... Extreme temperatures (−50°F.)
TYPE CG ... For pure oxygen and compressed gases
TYPE F ... For refrigeration and air conditioning appliances

Fluids Made to AF Spec. MIL-PRF-25567

Approved by Air Force and Navy Bureau of Aeronautics

TYPE I ... For use at +35°F to +160°F (1°C to +70°C)
TYPE II ... For use at −65°F to +35°F (−54°C to +1°C)

Special fluids custom-formulated for any application Halogen & Chloride Free fluids available
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